Discourse is a commonly occurring and cognitively demanding form of naturalistic communication (e.g., conversation, event narration, personal and fictional narratives, text reading/generation). Because of the prevalence of these communication acts in daily routines (e.g., educational, vocational, and social), disrupted discourse is an important target for treatment of persons with cognitivecommunication (CC) disorders (American Speech-Language Hearing Association, 2005). However, there is a paucity of information with regard to the underlying cognitive architecture and processing demands associated with the various forms of discourse in non-brain-injured adults. This is, in part, due to a number of methodological constraints of functional neuroimaging technologies such as functional magnetic resonance imaging that severely limit ecologically typical communication acts such as listening and speaking during scanning. To circumvent these issues, this pilot investigation used functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) to monitor hemodynamic activity in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) during natural discourse-processing tasks in 13 neurologically healthy adult participants. Task demands were manipulated across a variety of discourse types to elucidate the associated neural and cognitive resources. Results indicate that the comprehension of well-organized discourse text is minimally demanding on the PFC. However, discourse production places a significant burden on the PFC and these processing demands generally reflect the relative complexity of the discourse task. These findings are discussed in terms of potential clinically relevant implications with regard to the elicitation, assessment, and remediation of CC impairments in clinical populations. Key words: brain injury, cognitive-communicative disorders, cortical activity, discourse, functional near infrared spectroscopy, speech-language pathology
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2005; Snow, Douglas, & Ponsford, 1998; Tucker & Hanlon, 1998) .
Most scientific studies of language over the past 50 years have taken the form of investigations at the levels of words and single sentences (AbdulSabur et al., 2014) . However, it is at the level of discourse where the pragmatic properties of language naturally emerge and where language systems and cognitive processes, such as organizational schemas, are likely to interact (AbdulSabur et al., 2014) . The present study is an exploratory, quantitative, observational study of brain function during naturalistic discourse processing and production in non-brain-injured adults. It is innovative in the use of a neuroimaging technology, functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), that allows for high-resolution monitoring of brain function during naturalistic acts of receptive and expressive spoken discourse (e.g., storytelling). Studying realistic spoken discourse communication is typically not possible using other neuroimaging technologies. This represents a leap forward in ecological validity, as typical discourse situations can be used to reveal underlying brain function. This study sets the stage for future investigations of the neural underpinnings of discourse processing in adults with and without traumatic brain injury (TBI) to investigate cognitive-communication impairments that are common in the brain-injured population. In persons with brain injury, impairments in discourse have been noted to occur despite intact linguistic abilities at the word and sentence levels and are thought to reflect a disruption of the interplay between language skills and cognitive processes, most notably disrupted executive functions and impaired function of the PFC (Coelho, 2005; Galetto, Andreetta, Zettin, & Marini, 2013; Marini, Zettin, & Galetto, 2014; Ylvisaker, Feeney, & Capo, 2007; Ylvisaker et al., 2001) .
Analysis of discourse is useful in illustrating how context and structure influence neural activity and how neural activity can change and evolve over the course of a lengthier communication task (Ferstl, Neumann, Bogler, & von Cramon, 2008; Mason & Just, 2013; Xu, Kemeny, Park, Frattali, & Braun, 2005) . As language is understood in context, increasing neural activity and spreading activation are observed beyond the left hemisphere perisylvian areas as part of a larger "extended language network (ELN)" (Ferstl et al., 2008, p. 581 ). Ferstl and colleagues identified a number of regions in the ELN thought to be uniquely used in discourse to support coherence-building processes, including the posterior cingulate cortex, inferior precuneus (BA 23/31), and aspects of the dorsomedial PFC (BA 9/10; Ferstl et al., 2008) . Xu et al. (2005) observed similar activation patterns during story narrative processing: Bilateral activity in the dorsal and ventral medial prefrontal regions (BA 8-10) became increasingly engaged, as language tasks required higher levels of integration (i.e., words < sentences < narratives). These prefrontal regions also respond to variations in discourse processing as an indication of task demand. During the reading of simple narratives, as the organizational structure of the discourse increases story predictability, fewer processing demands are placed on the PFC (e.g., decreased activation; Cannizzaro, Dumas, Prelock, & Newhouse, 2012) . These results suggest a distinct bilateral processing network comprising medial prefrontal cortical areas as well as the precuneus, implicated in binding subcomponents of discourse into a cohesive whole (Bottini et al., 1994; Cannizzaro et al., 2012; Ferstl & von Cramon, 2001 , 2002 Xu et al., 2005) . The PFC appears to support organizational and coherence functions in cognition and, more specifically, in communication as successive utterances are woven together to create a narrative (Silbert, Honey, Simony, Poeppel, & Hasson, 2014; Troiani et al., 2008) . Similarly, mentalizing (perceiving and interpreting others' behavior as part of their intentional mental states) and the construction of situational models in discourse (e.g., context, chronology) are reliant on PFC activity (AbdulSabur et al., 2014) . In addition, PFC networks are involved in coarse semantic processing (predominantly right temporal), coherence monitoring (dorsolateral prefrontal), text PFC in Discourse: An fNIRS Study 67 integration (left-frontotemporal), character perspective monitoring (e.g., theory of mind; medial frontal), and spatial imagery (interparietal sulcus; Mason & Just, 2006) .
Approaches unifying functional neuroimaging and functional task performance have increased awareness of component-specific neural networks involved in discourse processing (Mason & Just, 2006 . Whereas these findings contribute to our understanding of neural activity during discourse processing, the tasks used to produce functional brain imaging results in most discourse investigations are not representative of typical everyday communication. That is, listening to prerecorded narratives or reading narrative texts in a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scanner is quite different from communicating in naturalistic contexts (e.g., recounting life events with personal narratives in a face-to-face interaction). Until recently, neuroimaging during discourse production was impossible due to head motion artifacts introduced into the imaging data during speaking. Therefore, nearly all research on the cognitive architecture underlying discourse was derived from studies of receptive communication in the form of silent text reading or expressive communication thinking about overlearned and rehearsed stories while lying silently in the scanner.
In most functional neuroimaging investigations of discourse, typically using fMRI, ecological validity is severely limited because of the restrictive nature of the equipment that does not allow for speaking or direct interactive communication (Quaresima, Bisconti, & Ferrari, 2012) . In the past 5 years, however, a relatively new and noninvasive functional neuroimaging technology has seen increasing use in language studies, in the form of fNIRS. Functional near infrared spectroscopy is an optical neuroimaging modality that can circumvent many of the most problematic issues in neuroimaging communication because it is robust to the effects of motion artifacts from head and muscle movements and is silent and therefore not conducted in a loud and isolating scanning environment (see Quaresima, Bisconti, & Ferrari, 2012 for a review). In fact, fNIRS can easily be employed in clinical, office, or bedside testing situations, as it is portable and flexibly deployed for a variety of experimental conditions. Utilizing a matrix of light source and light detector pairs, fNIRS passes specified frequencies of infrared light through the biological tissue of the cortex, providing calculated absorption data, indicating changes in concentrations of oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin (Quaresima, Bisconti, & Ferrari, 2012) . As such, fNIRS provides noninvasive, nonionizing hemodynamic response data that can be obtained in a wide variety of ecologically valid circumstances (Irani, Platek, Bunce, Ruocco, & Chute, 2007) . The use of fNIRS is not without limitations, as it has poorer spatial resolution than fMRI (∼1 cm vs. 1 mm) and is restricted to monitoring activity only in cortical areas under the optode pairs. However, it offers researchers real-time monitoring of functional brain activity during naturalistic communication situations not possible with any other neuroimaging technologies.
The purpose of the present study was to use fNIRS to observe and characterize prefrontal hemodynamic activity during clinically relevant discourse tasks: a receptive task involving reading sentences and short narratives, an expressive task of formulating discourse, and an expressive narrative generation task. Three hypotheses were investigated:
1. During receptive tasks, reading cohesive narratives will elicit greater PFC activation than reading single sentences. This hypothesis is based on the majority of previous fMRI research, suggesting that the integration of successive information and structure-building increase processing demands in the PFC (Ferstl et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2005 ; contrasting with Cannizzaro et al., 2012) . 2. Expressive discourse production will be significantly more demanding on the PFC than receptive discourse comprehension (AbdulSabur et al., 2014; Coelho, 2002; Troiani et al., 2008; Van Leer & Turkstra, 1999) .
3. Different genres of expressive discourse tasks will induce differing profiles of cortical oxygen consumption based on fluctuating task demands, as is seen in behavioral data (Coelho, 2002; Van Leer & Turkstra, 1999) . See Figure 1 for a schematic of the study design.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants
Thirteen healthy adult female subjects (mean = 22.8 years; range = 20-38 years) with 3-5 years of college-level education participated in this study. Informed consent was obtained in accordance with the protocolapproved process of the Research Protections Office at the University of Vermont. All participants were primary speakers of American English, without personal history of brain injury, neurological impairment, psychiatric disorder, or learning disability.
fNIRS instrumentation and signal processing
A 16-channel continuous wave fNIRS system (Biopac fNIRS 100; Biopac Systems, Goleta, CA) was used to monitor baseline-relative changes in the concentration of oxygenated (HbO 2 ) and deoxygenated (Hb) blood flow in the PFC. This device uses light-emitting diodes (LED optode sources) to transmit light waves through biological tissue. Two detectors are paired with each of eight LED sources at a distance of 2.5 cm, measuring changes in optical density (OD) as the signal passes through tissue and cerebral blood sources. The fNIRS headband consists of 16 sensor detector pairings that are created from four LED sources and 10 OD detectors and was fastened on participants according to optimal positioning guidelines following the manufacturer's instructions. Using the international 10-20 system for standardized electrode placement in electroencephalography, the lower row of channels is placed on the forehead so that the horizontal axis (the central y-axis) coincides with the symmetry axis of the head (i.e., between the eyes). On the vertical z-axis, the sensor was positioned at Fpz, with Fp1 and Fp2 marker locations positioned on the bottom voxel row (Ayaz et al., 2006; Chatrian, Lettich, & Nelson, 1985; Homan, Herman, & Purdy, 1987) . The horizontal axis of the lower row of channels is then aligned with Fp1, Fpz, and Fp2. The detectors cover PFC areas BA 44, 45, 9, and 10 (fNIR Devices LLC, 2013). Soft foam tape was used to cover the outer surface of the device and prevent the intrusion of ambient light to the detectors.
Experimental procedures
Participants were given instructions regarding task participation and asked to refrain from making large body movements or forehead movement. Subjects were seated at a comfortable distance from a 20-in. computer monitor that reiterated instructions in text. Participants were asked to relax and look passively at a fixation cross in the middle of the screen as a baseline measurement was taken. 
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This fixation cross is a task-free rest period between communication tasks and lasted for 15 s each appearance before and after all tasks. Once the software achieved a stable baseline measurement, participants were prepared for their first task and were asked to indicate when they were ready to begin. Then the examiner initiated the timed stimuli sequence, which ran as an automated slide-show presentation delivered via PowerPoint. The fNIRS OD data recording was initiated simultaneously with the stimuli. Four experimental conditions were chosen, two receptive tasks and two expressive tasks, which included reading of noncohesive sentences, reading wellconstructed simple narratives, generating a narrative based on a pictured scene, and generating discourse given a situational prompt (described later).
For the receptive condition, six narratives were constructed, each identical in length (five sentences, 60 words), based on the original work of Hickmann and Schneider (2000) and Schneider and Winship (2002) . These stories were designed to conform strictly to story grammar conventions by creating a simple story narrative, each a single complete episode. Following the model of simple children's narratives, the stories included concrete high-frequency words and simple syntactic structures. Each narrative included introductory and setting information, followed by an initiating event (problem introduced), an attempt (to solve the problem), a direct consequence (success or failure at attempt), and an internal response of the character (reflective thought following episode conclusion). Half of these narratives were then pseudo-randomly intermixed at the sentence level. This created the three "sentence" condition tasks that resembled the true narratives in length, sentence structure, and content but were not narratives because successive sentences did not cohere. Participants were presented with three blocks of stimuli that included all six receptive constructs (three sets of unconnected sentences, three narratives). Stimuli were presented in a pseudorandomized order. Each receptive task lasted 30 s, followed by 15 s of rest (i.e., visual fixation of "+" on the screen). Participants were instructed to pay attention to each item that appeared on the computer screen and try to read each word of each narrative silently and attentively without moving their mouth. Participants were not required to respond in any way.
For the first expressive discourse task, participants were instructed to verbally describe the steps involved in planning a trip to New York City (NYC). This procedure is based on the work of Kiran, Harris, Marquardt, and Palmieri (2005) and has been found to be a sensitive measure of complex communication useful in differentiating healthy participants from persons with mild cognitive impairment (Fleming & Harris, 2008) . The following instructions were given to the participants:
Imagine that you are going on a vacation a week from now. You are traveling to NYC for a 2-week stay. Think about all you will have to do to get ready to go, such as how you will get there, what you will bring, and what you will do. When the slide changes, describe in detail all the activities associated with the trip.
Participants were given 60 s to complete this task.
The second expressive task was a narrative task that included a visual of Norman Rockwell's painting The Runaway. The following instructions were given to participants:
Tell me a story about the picture on the screen. The scene in this picture represents a moment in time. Something happened to cause the pictured event and something is going to happen afterwards. When the slide changes, please tell me the whole story from what happened before the pictured event through what will happen after this scene.
Participants were given 60 s to complete this task. Standard measures of narrative microstructure and macrostructure were obtained. Discourse samples were recorded and transcribed verbatim.
Transcripts for both expressive discourse tasks were then distributed into T-units, which are more reliably identified than TOPICS IN LANGUAGE DISORDERS/JANUARY-MARCH 2016 sentences in spoken language (Hughes, McGillivray, & Schmidek, 1997) . A T-unit consists of an independent clause plus any associated dependent clauses (Hunt, 1970) . Verbal output and efficiency were measured as the total number of words, number of edited words, total number of T-units, total number of T-units within episode structure. For the story narrative generation (i.e., Runaway condition), story grammar knowledge was assessed. Story grammar knowledge reflects the regularities in the internal structure of stories that guide an individual's comprehension and production of the logical relationships (i.e., causal and temporal) between people and events (Stein & Glenn, 1979) . The number of complete episodes, incomplete episodes, and the proportion of T-units within episode structure were measured. An episode is judged as complete if it contains all three, logically related components: (a) an initiating event that prompts a character to formulate a goal-directed behavioral sequence, (b) an action or an attempt at achieving the goal, and (c) a direct consequence marking attainment or nonattainment of the goal. Incomplete episodes contain only two of the three related story grammar elements. For the procedural NYC discourse generation, an inventory of core elements was tabulated on the basis of the work of Fleming and Harris (2008) . These discourse elements were used to measure discourse efficiency.
Brain activation maps were derived from HbO 2 data calculated using a modified BeerLambert law from the 16 midpoint locations between the source and detector pairs, at a sampling rate of 2 Hz. All recordings were made following a short device-testing period to ensure adequate signal characteristics for the OD data (i.e., registered steady-state values between 800 and 4,000 mV during a no-task condition (fNIR Devices LLC, 2013). All fNIRS OD signal data were captured and recorded through the Cognitive Optical Brain Imaging Studio (COBI) software package (fNIR Devices LLC, 2013). Real-time monitoring of the raw and calculated percent change signal values was used for initial quality assurance for detection of motion artifacts and potential loss or oversaturation of signal due to poor headband contact with the participant's forehead. Data analysis was conducted using Statistical Parametric Mapping for Near Infrared Spectroscopy software package (NIRS-SPM Version 4.1; Ye, Tak, Jang, Jung, & Jang, 2009) according to manual specifications for best practice (Tak, 2011) . Data from each channel for each participant were inspected in the NIRS-SPM time-series window for signal integrity and correspondence to the experimental design timeline. NIRS-SPM wavelet minimum description length (wavelet-MDL) detrending was applied to each data set to remove signal fluctuations related to nonrelevant biological signals (e.g., breathing, cardiac, vasomotion; Jang et al., 2009). To correct for serial correlations in the data, precoloring of the data set was used with low-pass filter, hemodynamic response function shape, and full width at half maximum (fwhm) = 4 s ). Individual activation maps and significant β weights are all reported with significance levels set at p < .05, using Lipschitz-Killing curvature with Euler characteristics to account for expected correlations (Tak, 2011) .
RESULTS
Summary microstructural linguistic data on the two expressive discourse tasks are presented in Table 1 . There is relative consistency on task performance: Participants produced a similar number of T-units and number of total words, T-units: t(12) = 1.27, p > .05, words: t(12) = 1.56, p > .05, under both conditions. Scores for word efficiency (i.e., total words/edited words: due to false starts, repetitions, restatements, etc.) were significantly different between tasks, t(12) = 2.76, p = .008, indicating that participants were more efficient in their word choice when producing the Runaway story. For both tasks, efficiency scores are quite high at approximately 95% or better. Overall, the Runaway narrative elicited greater word productivity.
Macrostructural analysis of the expressive discourse forms revealed that for the NYC discourse, participants produced an average of 6.77 core discourse elements with a relative efficiency (T-units that include core or supplemental elements/total T-units) of roughly 60%. For the Runaway story, participants produced on average 1.46 complete episodes, 1.77 incomplete episodes per story, and had a storytelling efficiency (number of T-units in episode structure/total number of T-units) of approximately 80%. As with word-level measures of efficiency, discourse generation efficiency was significantly better for the Runaway story task, t(12) = 3.12, p = .004. Hypothesis 1 was that reading unconnected sentences would place a greater processing burden on the PFC than cohesive discourse, as indicated by increased cortical oxygen consumption (HbO 2 ). Data were analyzed to assess for greater cortical activation in the connected discourse than in the sentence condition (i.e., Discourse minus Sentence). Significant cortical activations measured via fNIRS were observed in only 3 of the 13 participants (Table 2) . Across these three participants, no clear cortical activation pattern emerged. Among individuals who did show activations, activation patterns were in the medial anterior PFC (two left medial activation, and one right medial activation; Figure 2 ).
Hypothesis 2 was that expressive discourse production would be significantly more demanding on the PFC than receptive narrative tasks. Both expressive discourse tasks were contrasted against the receptive narrative reading task. Eight of 13 participants (62%) showed significantly greater cortical activation in the PFC during expressive tasks. In the Expressive: NYC versus receptive narrative contrast, two demonstrated predominantly right-sided significant activation, three demonstrated predominantly left-sided significant activation, and three demonstrated bilateral activation patterns (Figure 3 ). In the Expressive: Runaway versus receptive narrative contrast, eight participants demonstrated greater activation during expressive tasks than during receptive tasks and five had no significant difference: three participants demonstrated predominantly right-sided 
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Note. Filled cells indicate participants demonstrating significant cortical activation during the indicated task comparisons. The order of the comparisons is indicated in the column header. For example, Narrative-Sentences is the relative cortical activation (i.e.,% HbO 2 change from baseline) for the narrative comprehension condition minus the relative cortical activation for the sentence condition. B = bilateral activation pattern; Hb = hemoglobin; L = left-predominant activation pattern; NYC = New York City; R = right-predominant activation pattern.
significant activation, four demonstrated predominantly left-sided significant activation, and one demonstrated bilateral activation patterns (Figure 4 ). Subsequent analysis of the HbO 2 data was explored to characterize the relationship between discourse efficiency measures (derived from micro-and macrostructure data) and processing load on the PFC. Bivariate correlations between the β weights (e.g., standardized measure of the strength of response) of task-relative HbO 2 reactions were correlated with discourse efficiency percentages (i.e., story grammar components/T-unit for the Rockwell narrative and core discourse elements/T-unit for the NYC discourse task). Because of the exploratory nature of this analysis, a conservative significance value of 0.006 was adopted on the basis of the standard Bonferroni correction (i.e., 16 channels of data × 0.10). The bivariate fit of these variables suggests that discourse production for the NYC task was not significantly correlated to storytelling efficiency (Table 3 ). The data suggest that in the narrative (Runaway) task, left lateralized activation is significantly positively correlated to storytelling efficiency. That is, good storytelling efficiency on the Runaway task, in contrast to the nonnarrative NYC task, was related to higher processing demands in left PFC, as seen in left upper lateral channels and left lower medial channels (see Table 3 ).
Hypothesis 3 was that varying expressive discourse tasks will induce differing profiles of cortical oxygen consumption based on fluctuating task demands, as is seen in behavioral data (Coelho, 2002; Van Leer & Turkstra, 1999) . The two expressive discourse production tasks were contrasted to investigate task-related processing demands on the PFC. Ten of 13 participants (77%) demonstrated significant activation patterns in the story narrative generation (Runaway) versus the procedural discourse (NYC) versus contrast. Seven of these activation patterns were bilateral, one was predominantly left-sided activation and two were predominantly rightsided activation (see Table 2 and Figure 5 ). This pattern of predominantly medial and generally strong and extensive activation was the most pronounced of any contrast condition.
DISCUSSION AND CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS
The results of this study suggest a complex and varied picture of the involvement of the PFC during naturalistic discourse processing. Single-participant analysis and descriptive comparisons suggest that there are some general trends (e.g., discourse production requires greater resource allocation to the PFC than receptive discourse tasks); however, effects across conditions and participants indicate that these demands are somewhat individualistic. Having the ability to carry out an ecologically valid study of complex cognitivecommunicative behavior has numerous advantages over the limitations found in fMRI. However, a limitation of using fNIRS is that the present equipment could only monitor a relatively limited swath of cortical surface and therefore could miss contributions of other brain structures known to be involved in discourse processing. It is through this lens that we discuss the results and clinical implications of the current data set. patterns in the PFC, with relatively equal numbers of right, left, and bilateral activities. The production of the NYC procedural discourse did not significantly relate to discourse efficiency either, further indicating that when the PFC is engaged, the weight of activation is not a direct reflection of narrative production quality. These findings are generally in support of previous fMRI work that indicates increased processing demand in the PFC during narrative generation (AbdulSabur et al., 2014; Troiani et al., 2008) . However, this finding is unique in that the narrative generation tasks were naturalistic, eliciting a novel response on demand, similar to everyday communication interactions.
Our third hypothesis predicted that different discourse production tasks would induce varying profiles of cortical oxygen consumption based on fluctuating task demands, as this pattern has been seen in behavioral data (Coelho, 2002; Van Leer & Turkstra, 1999) . This hypothesis was well supported by the data, as the majority of participants (10/13) demonstrated significantly greater activation profiles when generating the NYC procedural discourse as compared with the Runaway narrative. The observed task-related differences in PFC activity indicate fluctuating cortical involvement based on discourse elicitation task. It is notable that the results from this contrast were the strongest patterns of activation in Copyright © 2016 Wolters Kluwer Health, Inc. Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited.
terms of consistency (e.g., bilateral-medial activation and number of participants with significant activation) and to the greatest extent (e.g., largest β weights and t-test scores). The behavioral data on narrative efficiency also support this pattern, as participants demonstrated significantly less efficiency in producing the NYC procedural discourse. As far as we are aware, this is the only investigation directly contrasting clinical behavioral measures of discourse production and taskrelevant PFC function. These findings support previous clinical literature suggesting a variety of discourse elicitation procedures are necessary to adequately assess the varying demands related to generating different discourse genres .
This study had several limitations. The number of participants was relatively small. The spatial resolution of fNIRS is less than for fMRI (although temporal resolution is better), and given the person-to-person variability in task-related PFC activation, within-person task comparisons and neuroimaging to biobehavioral comparisons may be more valid than person-to-person comparisons. Finally, only a small number of discourse behaviors were sampled. This study is a preliminary attempt at addressing the lack of information on neurological correlates of discourse task demands in the adult population. There are as yet no published norms for discourse generation skills in adults, with or without TBI. Understanding how discourse structure influences discourseprocessing abilities and the role of PFC in that process can inform assessment and intervention practices. This is important because disrupted discourse and communication abilities following TBI are significantly debilitating, reducing the quality of interpersonal relationships for sufferers of TBI and acting as a barrier to independent and productive employment in this population (Coelho, 2005 (Coelho, , 2007 Snow et al., 1998; Ylvisaker et al., 2001 Ylvisaker et al., , 2007 .
The current findings indicate that fluctuating demands in discourse are observable by functional neuroimaging in common ecologically valid measures of communication and that task-dependent activity of the PFC is highly individualistic across tasks. This variability, demonstrated here in healthy young participants, suggests that the PFC is involved across a number of discourse acts but is not necessarily related to discourse proficiency in all tasks. Future investigations could compare the neural architecture activated by different organizational structures in discourse (e.g., personal narratives vs. story narratives vs. procedural narratives) or a variety of organizational patterns (e.g., chain narratives vs. heap narratives vs. classic narratives). Monitoring wider areas of the cortex using fNIRS would also provide a more complete picture of the neural demands of naturalistic discourse processing.
